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SSCTIONA

Ql (a)

(b)

BWC 30903

Briefly explain the energy band gap and how catalyst is fabricated by
exploiting the energ'' band gap of inaiciials chcmical icaciion.

(8 marks)

Metal such as iron is solid and mercur'' is in liquid phase at icom
t€mperature. Explain how mercury naturally forms liquid phase at room
temperature.

(9 marks)

Calculate the atomic packing densrty along [000] direction of aluminum (Al).
Express your answer in units of atoms cm-'.

(8 ma*s)

(c)

e2 (a) Explain on how to achieve vacuum conditiur of outer space in a Field

Emission Scanning Electon Microscope (IESEM) machine.

(9 marks)

O) What is the collision condition of electons during FESEM operation? How

oan these electons be used to create patt€ming of materials on polymer resist

usedto covered subsfiate surfrce?
(8 marks)

(c) Calculate the Bohr radius for hydrogen states from n=l to tr 3. The formula

to calculate Bohr orbital is as below, and latpr schetch the standing wave in

the given Figure 2(c).
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trr*l*ez Z Z
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(8 marks)
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SECTIONB

Q3 (a)

o)

(c)

Elaborafie the process to fabricate nanoparticles either from the photolithography or
Electon Beam Lithography (EBL) technique.

(9 marks)

Descdbe the limitations in today's photolithography when it oomes to deoreasing the

feature size.
(8 marks)

What are the advanAges and the disadvant4ges ofEBL venus photolithographf?
( 8ma*s)

Whst kind of zurface properties is needed to obtain a super hydrophobic surface?
(9 marks)

Q4 (a)

o)

(c)

Elabonate the uniqueness of Carbon and its materials.

Describe a technique to fabricate Carbon Nanotube.

(8 marks)

(8 marks)

Qs (a)

o)

(c)

Describe the operdion of Fourier Transform tnfrared Spectroscopy (FTR).
(9 ma*s)

what are the advantages md fte dlsddvmtdges ofFTIR?
(8 marks)

Whatcan you orplain from the FTIR spectrum shoum in Flgpre 5(c).
(8 ma*s)
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FIGIIRES Q2(c)
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FIGURE Qs(c): IR Spectnrm of Paracetemol and its molecule.
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Constants

Quantity Symbol Valuc

Angstrom unit
Avogldnl numbcr

Boltzmann constant

Elcctronic chargc

Elcct ron rcst ma$.s

A 1A = 10-tcm = l0-nm
At 6.023 x l0!r/mol
k 8.620 x l0-s cV/K = 1.381 x 10-$ ry.K
q 1.602 x lO-re C
nto 9.109 x lO-tr kg

Elcctron volt eV l cV = 1.6m, X l0-1e J

Cas constant n I,987 cal/rnolc-K

Pcrmcability of frcc spacc Fo 1.257 x 10{ H/m

Pcrmittivity of frcc spacc E. 8.850 x tO-n fTrm

Planck cdrstant h 6,676 x l()-s J-s

Prcron rc.$t mas$ mp' 1.673 x l0-'kg
hlh h 1.054 x 10-t J-s

Thcrmal voltagc at 300 K V7 0.02586 V

Vclocity of light in vacuum c L998 x 108 cmrh

Wbvelcngth of l-cV quanlun A 1.24 pm

- END OF QTIESTTON-
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